




The Children’s Christmas 
 

omehow, as this issue came together, it seems to have turned into an issue focusing not just on Victorian 
Christmas, but on the Victorian children’s Christmas.  Our feature on “Christmas in the Tenements” looks at 
how children from around the world, living in New York’s worst slums, celebrated the holiday.  Standing in 

sharp contrast to their experience are the articles on children’s Christmas costume balls in England.  And then we 
have the lovely art feature, “The Children’s Christmas as Depicted by Famous Black-and-White Artists.” 
 Now, to us, the idea of Christmas being a celebration that focuses primarily on children doesn’t seem the least 
odd.  But while Christmas has always been, at least to some extent, an opportunity to bless the children, it has not 
been a “children’s” holiday throughout most of history.  For centuries, Christmas was a holiday for adults—a day 
of celebration and feasting rather than work and hunger.  Children certainly enjoyed the festivities, but those 
festivities were not, for the most part, aimed specifically at them. 
 The Victorian era marked the beginnings of a new concept of “childhood” as being a distinct period of life.  
Children were celebrated simply for being children, rather than simply as rather smaller members of the family (or 
the workforce).  There are undoubtedly many reasons for this, but at least one relates directly to the Victorian 
effect upon Christmas itself: commercialization. 
 This was the first period in history in which it was possible to buy inexpensive, mass-produced children’s 
toys—and so, of course, shops and manufacturers encouraged parents to do just that.  It was the first period in 
history in which advances in printing and reduced paper costs made it possible to publish books  just for 
children—which led to a rise in children’s novels and literature that focused more on entertainment than on 
profound moral lessons.  
 Small wonder, then, that the Christmas holiday season seems to have become increasingly focused on treats, 
gifts, and entertainments for the Victorian child.  Articles abound on how to host a children’s party (one, which 
we have planned for a future issue, notes that at such parties, children often preferred coffee to tea...).  The 
costume ball makes more sense if we recall that in Victorian England, children didn’t dress up for Halloween. 
 But as Christmas became increasingly a holiday focusing on giving presents to children, it also began to 
develop the dichotomy between “lots of presents” and “the true spirit of Christmas” that we see to this day.  
Victorians with the ability to spend lots of money on children’s gifts were not unaware of the fact that thousands 
of children would not be able to experience such luxuries during the holiday.  Victorian childhood might have 
been a wonderful time for children of families with money, but the streets were still filled with young and often 
homeless beggars, the factories were filled with child laborers, and the poorhouses and orphanages were filled, 
period.  Giving lavish gifts to one’s own children often meant feeling some twinges of conscience toward those 
who had so much less. 
 This divided “spirit” of the season can be summed up by its two most famous literary achievements: Clement 
Moore’s A Vision of St. Nicholas, and Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.  Moore’s poem, delightful as it is, simply 
depicts a jolly, generous Santa whose sole business is to stuff the family stockings full of gifts before moving on 
to the next house.  Dickens, conversely, seeks to show us that the “meaning” of Christmas is to make mankind 
one’s business.  Interestingly, today, we still get endless TV-movie variations on A Christmas Carol (my all-time 
favorite being Scrooged) but not many that endorse the theme of Moore’s Vision. 
 So we can perhaps thank the Victorians for a “new” holiday tradition: The state of tension we feel as we are 
torn between buying one more “perfect” gift for a loved one, and wondering if we ought, instead, to spend the 
holiday in a soup kitchen.  Even as Victorians bought more and more holiday gifts for their children, Victorian 
Christmas stories (like the one we offer here, titled “A Glut of Turkeys”) tend to focus on the importance of 
charity, and illustrations remind well-to-do children to take a moment to pass a toy or doll to some ragged, less 
fortunate child on this day of days. 
 Personally, I believe we actually can have things “both ways.”  Deuteronomy 15:11 reminds us that “ For the 
poor shall never cease out of the land: therefore I command thee, saying, Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto 
thy brother, to thy poor, and to thy needy, in thy land.” Those who can open their hands wide, as Scrooge learned 
to do, are usually those who can afford to buy someone a turkey—as Scrooge did.  And as Scrooge discovered, 
Christmas may be a day when we enjoy turkey and presents, but open-handedness can go on all year long! 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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